Abstract. Image fusion has become a major topic in image processing. In transform domain methods, the fusion rules decide the quality of fused image and hence play an important role. Therefore, the key issue is the design of fusion rules which contain low frequency fusion rules and high frequency fusion rules. In this paper, we propose a weighted energy fusion rule for low frequency fusion, and a weighted pixel and regional energy fusion rule for high frequency fusion. Experimental results demonstrate that our fusion rules outperform other fusion rules in most cases.
Introduction
Image fusion is an important research topic of digital image processing. There are many kinds of fusion applications, including multi-focus image fusion, medical image fusion, infrared and visible image fusion, remote sensing image fusion and so on. The goal of image fusion is to integrate relevant information from different images to construct a new image. The fused image provides better information, and is conducive to the subsequent image processing.
The literature on image fusion is rich and diversified. There are three leading classes of image fusion methods: pixel-level, feature-level, and decision-level [1] . Feature-level and decision-level methods are very much image and application depended. Conversely, pixel-level methods are more popular and can be further classified into two categories: spatial domain fusion, and transform domain fusion. Spatial domain methods perform fusion operations directly on image pixels or regions. They usually operate simplicity and have low computational cost, but also have many shortcomings, such as blocking effect and contrast reduction. Transform domain methods firstly transform the source images into a transform domain to obtain the transform coefficients. Then, the transform coefficients are fused by using some fusion rules. Finally, the fused image is reconstructed by performing the inverse transform. Many kinds of transforms have been applied to image fusion, from wavelet transform to multi-scale geometric analysis tools such as contourlet transform [2, 3] , shearlet transform [4, 5] , nonsubsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) [6, 7] , nonsubsampled shearlet transform (NSST) [8, 9] , and the combination of NSCT and NSST (NSCT+NSST) [10] .
In transform domain methods, the fusion rules decide the quality of fused image and hence play an important role. The fusion rules contain low frequency rules and high frequency rules. The commonly used low frequency fusion rules include averaging fusion rule (AFR) [4, 10] and maximum selection fusion rule (MSFR) [11, 12] . The AFR makes the fusion results very stable, but would reduce the contrast and yield blur. The MSFR gives prominence to the salient features of original images, which is sensitive to noise and hence may reduce the quality. The single pixel based fusion rules, such as AFR and MSFR, can also be used as high frequency fusion rules. But they are very sensitive to noise so that the noise will be easily introduced to fused image. To reduce the influence of noise, regional based fusion rules, such as regional energy fusion rule (REFR) [3, 10] and regional variance fusion rule [4] , are commonly used for high frequency fusion.
In this paper, we present a weighted energy fusion rule (WEFR) for low frequency fusion, and a weighted pixel and regional energy fusion rule (WPREFR) for high frequency fusion. The proposed rules are mainly based on the considering of two key points in applications: (1) noise sensitive is more critical for high frequency coefficients, since the noise of images is suppressed in the low frequency 3rd International Conference on Mechatronics and Industrial Informatics (ICMII 2015) coefficients; (2) flexible of fusion rules is very important. Experimental results show that our fusion rules improve the performance.
Transform domain fusion rules
The fusion rule plays an important role in transform domain image fusion methods, since it decides the quality of fused image. The fusion rules contain low frequency rules and high frequency rules.
Low frequency fusion rules. The commonly used low frequency fusion rules are AFR [4, 10] and MSFR [11, 12] (
The AFR is taking the average of low frequency coefficients as the fused low frequency fusion coefficients, the weights are given by
This makes the fusion results very stable, but would reduce the contrast and yield blur. The MSFR gives prominence to the salient features of the original images, the weights are given by
It is sensitive to noise, and will reduce the quality of fused image.
Here, we propose a WEFR for low frequency fusion, the weights are given by 
The values of weights is not just 0, 1, and 1/2, which is more flexible than the above two methods. High frequency fusion rules. There are two classes of high frequency fusion rules: single pixel based fusion rules and regional based fusion rules. The single pixel based fusion rules, such as AFR and MSFR, can also be used as high frequency rules. However, they are very sensitive to noise, which is more critical for high frequency coefficients. This leads to that the noise will be easily mistaken as useful information and then introduced to the fused image. To reduce the influence of noise, regional based fusion rules such as REFR are commonly used.
The regional energy is defined as 
where A η and B η are the weights. For REFR, the weights are given by Fig. 1 . The 18 pairs of source images: the first row is multi-focus images, the second row is medical images, and the last row is infrared and visible images.
By individually weighting the regional energy and high frequency coefficient, we propose a WPREFR as the high frequency fusion rule, the weights are given by 
This method will take the regional energy of pixel x to compute the weight while the regional energy and high frequency coefficient of source image 
Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, 18 pairs of 256256 × images (6 pairs of multi-focus images, 6 pairs of medical images, and 6 pairs of infrared and visible images), shown in Fig. 1 , are used to evaluate our fusion rules. In the experiments, 5 transform methods are used: contourlet transform, shearlet transform, NSCT, NSST, and NSCT+NSST. Three quality evaluation metrics, Q AB/F , Q w , and Q e [13] , are used to evaluate the quality of fused images. Experiments are performed with MATLAB R2009b (32bit) on Q8200 2.33GHz and 2.34GHz, Intel(R) Core™2 Quad CPU, 3GB of RAM laptop. The toolboxes of contourlet [14] , shearlet [15] , NSCT [16] , and NSST [17] are used for experiments.
The experiments compare different combinations of low frequency fusion rules and high frequency fusion rules mentioned in the previous section. These rules are respectively adopted to fuse transform coefficients by using the selected 5 transform methods. Table 1 shows the comparison results of different fusion rules. The values are averaging for 90 different cases, which are the all combinations of 18 source image pairs and 5 transform methods. It is clear that the proposed fusion rules usually achieve better results. We can observe that the combination of our WEFR and REFR gets the best result for Q AB/F and Q e , and the combination of our WEFR and our WPREFR gets the best result for Q w . The results illustrates that the proposed fusion rules are more effective for transform domain fusion methods.
As a visualization example, Fig. 2-4 show, respectively, the fused images of different fusion rules for three pairs of images. The transform method used is NSCT+NSST. We can observe that the proposed fusion rules usually get better results, not only on the evaluation measurements, but also on the visual quality. Fig. 2 . The fused images of a multi-focus image pair: the i-th column is obtained by using the combination of low and high frequency rules shown in the i-th row of Table 1 . Fig. 3 . The fused images of a medical image pair: the i-th column is obtained by using the combination of low and high frequency rules shown in the i-th row of Table 1 . Fig. 4 . The fused images of an infrared and visible image pair: the i-th column is obtained by using the combination of low and high frequency rules shown in the i-th row of Table 1 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed the WEFR as the low frequency fusion rule, and the WPREFR as the high frequency fusion rule. Experimental results demonstrate that our fusion rules usually outperform other fusion rules.
